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A high (~80%) and precisely known (at 1% level) electron beam polarization is
considered as a key feature at LC to detect and unambiguously interpret new physics
signals [1]. Accurate measurements of beam polarization will be needed. Following the
remarkable success of Compton backscattering polarimeters [2] at SLC and LEP, this
method is a prime choice also at LC [3]. At this early stage, however, additional methods
are worth exploring in order to survey other viable solutions to such a demanding task
and compare their respective merits. Moeller scattering is often used also, despite
limitations associated with a more invasive (magnetized foil) target (with low electron
polarization).
Detection schemes
The performance of electron polarimeters in the challenging environment at LC will
crucially depend on the detection schemes for scattered electrons or photons. Quartz
Fiber Calorimeters [4] have been proposed for a number of applications in extreme
experimental conditions of very severe radiation levels both at hadron and lepton
machines. Extensive studies have been carried out for the design of large detectors and
realistic beam tests on full scale prototypes [5] have been performed recently. In
particular, the Iowa group has been leading an effort aimed at building a very forward
QFC (HF) for the CMS experiment at LHC [6] since 1994. The available information and
know-how collected give evidence that such a type of detector would respond ideally to
the highest level of requirements for a LC polarimeter, as already demonstrated at SLC
[7]. QFC are radiation hard at the level of more than 2 Grad. The 0.2 MeV Cerenkov
threshold makes the detector insensitive to a large fraction of soft radiation. With high-Z
absorber material (for instance tungsten), the showers corresponding to high energy
electrons or photons are completely contained in a compact device. Their transverse size
is so small to provide an excellent position resolution and angle determination. The
flexibility in the QF arrangement and in the PM readout can be matched to the required
granularity for space resolution and density for energy resolution. The only limitation is a
financial one. The basic formalism for Compton and Moeller polarimeters are given in
Ref [8].
R&D Program
Our R&D study of a QFC designed for a LC polarimeter will largely benefit from our
experience on the QF technology and the calorimetry properties of such devices. We
gained this experience in the design and tests of the prototypes for the HF calorimeter of
CMS. This extensive work background means substantial savings of time, efforts and
costs in case of a specific project for a LC polarimeter detector. We will therefore
concentrate our R&D essentially on straightforward developments to improve the
granularity and resolution of such a calorimeter. To achieve an adequate balance between
physics goals and cost for such a large detector, these properties were not emphasized for
HF. We intend to design and build a prototype QFC module of sub-millimetric
granularity using multi-anode PMT (16 or 64 channels) for the QF readout. The prototype
will be tested over a broad energy range relevant for scattered electrons and backward
scattered photons.
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Conclusions
A QFC with optimized granularity and energy resolution for high energy EM Showers
appears to be an essential component of an electron beam polarimeter at LC. Its
advantages are radiation hardness, soft background rejection, good localization, and
directional precision as well as energy resolution. Our group has ample experience with
this type of detector, as well as with the use of multi-anode PMT [9]. Such accrued
competence gives us complete confidence in our ability to design, build and test a
prototype in order to demonstrate its suitability for polarimetry at LC in a timely and
cost-effective fashion.
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Available equipment: FERA ADC 160 channels, discriminators, DAQ equipment, 5 16channel H6568 PMTs, and calibration electronics and equipment to test QF Calorimeter
(LED systems, Laser systems, PIN diodes systems, and radioactive source calibration)
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